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VAL DI FIEMME: FRENZEL BECOMES A LEGEND 
krog SEIZES THE VICToRY BUT THE GERMAN TAKES WC OVERALL

Last day of Nordic Combined competitions today in Val di Fiemme (Italy)
Eric Frenzel is the 2015/16 champion and wins the World Cup for the fourth consecutive time
Magnus Krog wins today's event followed by teammate Graabak and Riessle
The three-day Nordic Ski Fiemme event ends successfully


With the fourth consecutive Nordic Combined World Cup won today in Val di Fiemme (Trentino region - Italy), Eric Frenzel confirms himself as one of the best Nordic combiners ever. 
Although the World Cup finals have been rescheduled in Schonach (Germany), Val di Fiemme had the honour to proclaim the overall winner today.
A well-deserved success for the German athlete, who showed great consistency with victories and podiums all season long. A sweet victory only slightly spoiled by today's fourth place and by the absence of his nearest challenger, Japanese Akito Watabe. 
Frenzel won the ski jumping section (116.3 points with 120.5 metres) despite tricky weather conditions, surprisingly followed by Tobias Simon (110.2) and Haavard Klemetsen (104.6). All the other best jumpers encountered difficulties: Lukas Klapfer (91.8) ranked 13th, Fabian Riessle 14th (91.1), Graabak 15th (91.0), Jan Schmid 18th (89.1), Johannes Rydzek 23rd (85.9), and the winner of yesterday's Individual Gundersen Bernhard Gruber only 34th. 
At the XC stadium in Lago di Tesero Eric Frenzel was intentioned to give his best as usual. He initially took the lead but Norway's Magnus Krog put on a prodigious comeback together with Wilhelm Denifl, while Watanabe, Klemetsen, Fritz e Fabian Riessle were still behind. Krog finally powered into the lead during the 10 kilometre cross-country despite starting more than a minute adrift of Frenzel. The fight for the podium was particulary tight, especially thanks to Rieesle and Graabak. They passed Frenzel who was however able to came through and claim the fourth rank ahead of Klapfer. Krog, Graabak and Riessle thus jumped on the podium while Frenzel could celebrate his terrific season and the overall victory with his teammates and a cheering crowd in Val di Fiemme.

Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com
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